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Abstract. This paper is concerned with the quasi-steady temperature distribution
of a solid cylinder which rotates about its geometric axis, arbitrarily inclined to the
incoming parallel radiation. The differential equation for the temperature with a linearized
boundary condition is solved by the method of Green's functions. The numerical results
for the case of an aluminum alloy cylinder indicated only small temperature variations
for all angular velocities.

Introduction. The current emphasis on satellites and space vehicles has created an
interest in the temperature distribution on rotating bodies exposed to solar radiation.
The work done thus far has dealt primarily with thin-walled bodies, see references
[1], [2], [3]. The next step is the analysis of thick-walled bodies and solid bodies. This
paper considers the temperature distribution for a rotating solid cylinder.

As shown in Fig. 1, a solid cylinder of radius b rotates about its geometric axis with
angular velocity w. The geometric axis makes an angle <p with the parallel radiation.
The top and bottom of the cylinder are insulated against "end effects." Since the cylinder
is located in space, convection effects will be neglected. Radiation from the cylinder
surface to space (effective temperature near absolute zero) is assumed to be proportional
to the fourth power of the surface temperature.

The temperature distribution which will be determined is that for the quasi-steady
state. This state implies that a balance has been attained between the total heat ab-
sorbed by the cylinder and the total heat re-radiated into space. Thus each point on the
rotating cylinder will have a temperature which varies periodically with time. An al-
ternate viewpoint of this state is that of a time-independent temperature associated with
each position fixed with respect to the incoming radiation.

Derivation of the differential equation. In the interior of the cylinder, heat is
transmitted only by conduction, hence the periodically varying temperature r(r, 0
may be found from the Fourier heat equation

d2r . 1 dr . 1 d2r _ 1 dr
~ 2 I ~ "I 2 n .2 — \-Udr r dr r d\p a dt

where r and are the polar coordinates locating a point in a system fixed in the cylinder.
The thermal diffusivity is a = k/(pcp), where k is the thermal conductivity, p the density
and c„ the specific heat.

The local heat transfer per unit area at the surface of the cylinder is given by the

*Received July 18, 1962.
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0 = 0

<t>

Fig. 1. Coordinate Systems for the Rotating Cylinder.

difference between the local absorbed radiation (normal component) and local re-
radiated energy. Thus the boundary condition for equation (1) is

^(dr) = ~ae^T-b + aK' sin f cos+ ~ (2)

where
+ ,, ., [cos (ip — cct) for — -r/2 < \p — u>t < tt/2cos (\f> — cat) = -{

[o for 7t/2 < \p — wt < 3tt/2

and o- is the Stefan-Boltzmann constant, e the average emissivity of the cylinder material,
a the average absorptivity of the cylinder material, and K, the energy per unit area and
time received by a plane normal to the incoming radiation.

The above equations can be put into a form which is independent of time. This is
done by transforming to the system of coordinate positions fixed with respect to the
incoming radiation. This transformation is discussed by Schneider [4] for rectangular
coordinates. For polar coordinates, the transformation is

T(r, 6) = r(r, \p, t), 8 = i — wt ^

r — r, t' — t

with the condition that dT/dt' = 0. This transformation yields the following differential
equation and boundary condition,
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(A\~ 2 ~r »\ ~t" 2o/i2T" ~ « — vJ, (4Jdr r dr r dd a dd

(f L = ~i(rVi +a fsin f cos+ (5)
In order to linearize the above boundary condition, the following substitution is made

T = T0( | + T*). (6)

Then assuming small variation of T* about the reference temperature T0, it follows that

T4 = Tl[ 1 + (T* - i)f « T04[l + 4(T* - J)] = 47,0Y*. (7)

Thus the differential equation and linearized boundary condition can be expressed in
terms of the nondimensional temperature variation T*, as

d2T* , 1 dT* , 1 d2T* , w dT*
^ 2 T~ - "t~ «*/>2 r — U, (o)dr r &r r dd a dd

(dT*\ (~4:aeT30T*\ , aK, .' (-T—L + mv sm'cos '• (9)

Further simplification of these equations is accomplished by defining a nondimensional
radius,

s = y (10)

Also define the following nondimensional groups,

f = ub2/a, (11)

13 = 4 baeT30/k, (12)

7 = aKab sin <p/{kT0). (13)

Now Eqs. (8) and (9) become

d2T* . 1 dT* , 1 d2T* , dT*
"" "7 ~Z~c. ■" 1? n/)2 + i* = 0 (14)as s ds s o6 dd

(^") ! = + 7 C°S+ 6- (15)

Accessory problem. In order to find the solution to Eq. (14) with the boundary
condition (15), the accessory problem for the adjoint Green's function, G(s, 6; s0 , 0o)
is considered,

§G,1^0 .dG_ 8(8,8o) 6(0, 0O)
ds2 s ds s2 dd2 ^ dd s ^

with the boundary condition

(If),., - -««>- - <17>
where 5(s, s0) and 8(d, 0o) are Dirac 5-functions.
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By multiplying (14) by G and (16) by T*, then subtracting and integrating over the
cross-sectional area of the cylinder using the boundary conditions (15) and (17), it
follows that

/3x/2 (7(1, 6; So , e0) cos+ e dd. (18)
-t/2

Hence the solution for T*(s0, 60) follows from (18) once the appropriate Green's function
has been found.

To solve the accessory problem, assume*
CO

G(s, 0; s0 , 60) = G*(s; s0) + 23 G*(s; s0 , e0)ein>. (19)
ny* 0

B — CO

From (19), the definition of G* becomes
1 r2r

(?* = —/ G(s, 6; s0 , &o)e~n,e dd for all n. (20)
Ztv Jo

By multiplying (16) by e~'n"/2x and integrating over 6, a differential equation in G*
results:

d2G* ldG* n2 e-""°8(s,s0)
ds2 + s ds s2 " * " 2ir s ( }

with the boundary condition

if).., - -««>- ■ <22>
For n#0, the homogeneous part of Eq. (21) has solutions which are modified Bessel

functions with complex arguments. Hence,

G, _ U/.M for 0<S<8,1 ^0> (23)
[BIn(\ns) + CK„(\ns) for s0 < s < 11

where Xn = ix/2nU2f'2.
For the case of n = 0, it follows

Gt = \A° f°r ° ~ S < (24)
[B0 log s + C0 for s0 < s < 1.

First considering the case for n ^ 0, Eq. (23) will satisfy the boundary condition at
s = 1 when

g, , U/,<X„S) for 0<«<,01 0 m
\j>'[MJ7i(\ns) — N„Kn(\ns)} for s0 < s < lj

where

Mn = \nK^\n) + p Kn(\n), Nn = \Ji(K) + /3/„(X„). (26)

♦The term G* (s; s0) must be treated separately since it will involve functions different from those
of Gt(s; s0, e0) where n ^ 0.
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Then by the requirement that G* be continuous at s = s0 , Eq. (25) becomes

G* = M//n(xnS)[Mn7n(X„s0) - NnKn(\ns0.)] for 0 < s < s01 Q ^

1A'/„(Xns0)[M n/„(X„s) - NnKn(Xns)] for s0 < s < lj

The jump in dG*/ds at s = s0 is evaluated from the differential equation (21). Multi-
plying this equation by s and integrating gives

LI (' ?) d° ~ +"fs)e; d> - - V-
Since G* is continuous at s = s0 , the second integral above vanishes. Then follows

Substitution of (27) into (28) yields
— inO o

A's0\nN„[I„(\nSo)KZ(\„So) — In(XnSo)Kn(XnSo)] = for n ^ 0. (29)

In Eq. (29), the quantity in the brackets is recognized as the Wronskian of /„(X„s0)
and K„ (X„s0). Reference [5] gives

Thus it follows

Wronskian [/n(X„s0), <K"„(X„s0)] = —  (30)
"nSo

A' = —e for »^0. (31)
ZiTiyn

Hence,
indo

"2ttW [^n/n(X„s„) — N„K„(\nso)] for 0 < s < s0

~2ttN~ In^"s°— NnKn(Xns)] for s0 < s < 1

Following a similar procedure as above for the case of n = 0 yields

(7*(s; So , 60) — n 0. (32)

Go (s; s0) =
(1 - 0 log s0) for 0 < s < s0 ,

2^ (1 - /3 log s) for s0 < s < 1.
(33)

Now (32) and (33) could be substituted directly into (19) to give a general expression
for G(s, 6; s0, 60). However, for the problem at hand only (7(1, 6; s0, B0) is needed. Thus
it follows from (32) and (33) that

« <1; a., ».) - e~ v'JfXtjM "" " * °' (34)
<??(! -,s0) = ~ for n = 0. (35)
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Combining (34) and (35), and substituting into (19) one finds

rif-i a. „ o \ = I V I In(Kso)e'n,-e K) , .
( ' ' o ' o) T 2 \X(K) + <o/„(X„) ( }

Ultimately, a real expression for the temperature distribution is desirable, Thus the
complex Fourier expansion (36) must be converted into its corresponding trigonometric
form:

e?(l, 8; So , do) = an(s0) COS n(d — 0O) + bn(s0) sin n(8 — 60). (37)
Air 7r 7i=i

Since the coefficients of the series (36) for n < 0 are complex conjugates of those for
n > 0, it follows that

MX,)]' <38)

"•« - -'"[xxwrfew]- (39)
The relationship between the complex function 7„(z1/2n1/2f1/2s0) and the real functions,

ber„ (nI/2f1/2s0) and bei„ (n1/2f1/2s0), is

Jn(i1/2n1/2f1/2s0) = rn[ber„ (n1/2f1/2s„) + i bei„ (n1/2f1/2s„)] (40)

from which follows

\J'SnnU2fnSo) = rV/2f1/2[b6r„ (n,/2f1/2s0) + i bei„ (nI/2fI/2s0)], (41)

where the prime indicates differentiation with respect to the argument. Substitution
of these into (38) and (39) yields

*n(so) = ^ {[n1/2f,/2 ber„ (n1/2f1/2) + p ber„ (r*1/2f1/2)] ber„ (n1/2^s0)

+ [n1/2fI/2 bei„ (n1/2f1/2) + p bei„ (n1/2fI/2)] bei„(n 1/2f1/2s„)} (42)

bn(s0) = ~ {[n1/2f1/2 b6i„ (n1/2fI/2) + p bei„ (n1/2f1/2)] ber„ (n1/2f1/2s„)
\£n

- [nuY/2 b6r„ (n1/2f1/2) + p ber„ (n1/2f1/2)] bein (nI/2f1/2s„)} (43)

where

= [nI/2rI/2 b6r„ (n1/2fI/2) + 0 ber„ (n1/2f1/2)]2

+ [w1/2f1/2 b£i„ (nI/2fI/2) + p ber„ (n1/2f1/2)]2.

Thus the trigonometric form for (7(1, 8; r0 , 60) is given by (37) with the coefficients
an(s0) and bn(s0) given by equations (42) and (43) respectively.

Solution for the temperature distribution. The nondimensional temperature
variation T*(s0 , 60) can now be found by substituting (37) into (18):

/t/2 cos e de
-t/2

+ y~
IT

it, ®»(so) f cos n(6 — 60) cos 8 dd + bn(s0) [ sin n{8 — 80) cos 8 dd |. (44)
« = 1 L J-t/2 J-t/2 J
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Upon evaluation of the integrals, Eq. (44) becomes

T*{so , 0O) = 7^~+ i(«i(so) cos 6»0 - bi(s0) sin 0O)

2 00 f l)n+1
2n(^o) COS 2ti0o ^2n(^o) sin 271 6q) I. (45)

7T n = J. _J

Substituting (45) into (6), and noting that a„ (s0) = 1//3 one finds the temperature
distribution T(s0 , 60) as

h T 1
T(s0 , 0O) = T0^- + 7^— + M«i(s0) cos 0O - &i(s0) sin 0O]

2 00 f l)n+1
2„(s0) cos 2nd0 — 62»(so) sin 2nd0\

IT n=,i 71 — I
(46)

The reference temperature T0 has not yet been specified. The temperature distribution
given by (46) is based on a linearization which assumes that variation about T0 is small.
Hence a logical choice for T0 is the value of temperature at the centerline; also there is
the advantage that this value can be found easily from equation (46) as

To = no, 0.) = T0{! + j}. (47)

Substituting for 0 and y from equations (12) and (13) gives the result*
inK V/4

T0= — sinJ . (48)
Y7TCre /

With the use of (48), the expressions for /3 and y become

/3 = j{^ aea'K] sin3 (49)

7 = | 0. (50)

Now the expression for the temperature distribution becomes

So t I
To

^S° ' ^ — 1 + [«i(s0) cos 60 — bi(s0) sin 0O]

I 00 ("_j)n+1 I

2n(^o) cos 6{l b2n(so) sin 2n6o]j, (51)

where the quantities T0 , /3, f, a»(s0), bn(s0) are given by (48), (49), (11), (42), and (43),
respectively.

Tabulated values of the functions ber„ x, bein x, b6r„ x, b6i„ x for orders other than
n = 0 are not available at this time. Hence no numerical results were calculated from
Eq. (51) directly. However, in the next section, approximate solutions for f « 1 and

*For the case of incoming parallel radiation normal to the geometric axis (i. e. ip = tt/2), equation
(48) becomes T„ = [aKs/ir<re)]114. This is the reference value used by Charnes and Raynor [1] for the
cylindrical shell.
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f » 1 and an exact solution for £ = 0 will be derived. Some numerical results were
calculated from these solutions.

Solutions for f = 0,f<3Cl,fii>l. For the case of very slow rotation (f « 1), the
modified Bessel functions can be approximated for small argument* by

'.(*) « [' + 4(n + 1)]' '52i

Use of these approximations in Eqs. (38) and (39) yields

„ /„ \ _ [16(n + 1 )2(n + P) + nfsljn + 0 + 2)] „ ,
n[ o) 16(n + 1 )\n + p)2 + n2f{n + p + 2)2 0 ' '

w \ _ 4nf(n + l)[(n + p + 2) — s2(m + ft)] „ , .
bn[So) ~ 16(n + 1 )\n + p)2 + n2f{n + p + 2)2 S° * (55j

Thus the approximate temperature distribution for f « 1 can be found from (51)
by using the coefficients (54) and (55).

With this introduction of f = 0 into (54) and (55), the exact result for the temperature
distribution in the absence of rotation becomes

(56)
T(s0 , g„) _ , , Jtt So . , If, (~l)n+1 So" 0 „ 1

To n_8 1 + p C0S 0 2 £ 4n2 - 1 (2n + p) C0S U °J'

For high rotational speed, f » 1, the modified Bessel functions can be approxi-
mated by

h(x) & (57)
V 2tx

I'n(x) pa —C= • (58)
V 2-rrx

TJse of these approximations in (38) and (39) for the radial position of s0 = 1 furnishes

a (1) =  0jj"/2) iJ?  (59)
a"(1) f(nr/2)1/2 + p]2 + (nf/2)' ( )

(nf/ 2)1/2
[(nf/2)1/2 + /3]2 + (rtf/2)

Thus the approximate temperature distribution for f » 1 can be found from Eq. (51)
by using the coefficients (59) and (60).

Numerical example. To compute temperature distributions for the cases of f = 0,
f <3C 1, t 1, values for the physical parameters were chosen for an aluminum alloy
body analogous to that used by Charnes and Raynor [1], These values are: radius b = 1 ft,
thermal conductivity k = 100 Btu/ft hr °R, thermal diffusivity a = 3 ft2/hr, solar con-

*The magnitude of the argument varies as (nf)1'2. Thus it must be assumed that the series converges
rapidly enough so that the significant terms do not violate the condition (nf)1/2 <K^1. In approximating
the modified Bessel functions for small argument the first and second^terms of the expansion were
included, since using only the first term leads to the result for f = 0.

WD = r^v/oM/» _x. ̂ ,/o^ (60)
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C = 0

'f
/ I 1/ / A 537.7 °Rood.o k / or/ a: <fc/ ar/\ iuavi

(MIN.)-n / S I 'J 'J \ (MAX.J

533.3'R,
(MIN.)

8=ir

535.6°R
(MAX.)

(b) (C)
Fig. 2. Temperature Distributions for (a) No Rotation, (b) Slow Rotation, (c) Rapid Rotation.

stant K. = 442 Btu/ft2 hr, radiation constant a = 0.1717 X 1CT8 Btu/ft2 hr °R4, ab-
sorptivity a = 1, emissivity e = 1, angle of inclination <p = k/2. From this choice of
values follows

T0 = 535.03°R, )3 = 0.0105, f = a/3,
where « is given in radian per hour.

In the absence of rotation (f = 0) the temperature distribution was computed from
Eq. (56). The results, in the form of isotherm lines, are shown in Figure 2a.

For very slow rotation, « = 0.750 radians/hr or f = 0.250, the temperature dis-
tribution was computed using the approximate coefficients (54) and (55). These results
are shown in Figure 2b. It should be noted that even for this slow rotation there is a
noticeable shift in the positions of maximum and minimum temperature.

For a high rotational speed,* co = 87.10 radians/hr or f = 29.03, the asymptotic
forms yield the results shown in Figure 2c.

*The case of f = 29.03 corresponds to V0 = 10 in the results of Charnes and Raynor [1],
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Comparison of these numerical results with those of Charnes and Raynor [1] shows
that the temperature distribution of a solid cylinder is considerably more uniform
(maximum temperature difference of 4°F) than that of an analogous cylindrical shell
(maximum temperature difference of 280°F).
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